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Introduction
The Emona DxIQ-45G Communications Board has the capability to cover a broad range
of introductory digital and analog telecommunications topics through a series of handson laboratory experiments.

In order to make the student's learning experience more memorable, the student is able
to view a variety of signals on the NI ELVIS III oscilloscope including their own voice
undergoing the modulation or coding being investigated.
In the accompanying Lab Manual, each experiment presents an interesting, hands-on
learning experience for the student. In each experiment the student is challenged to
build, measure and consider: there are no “instant” or “cookbook-style” experiments.
The EMONA Communications Board is actually a true engineering modeling system
where students see that the block diagrams so common in their textbooks represent
real functioning systems.

Learning Objectives
After completing the experiments in the accompanying lab manual, the student should
have the ability to complete the following actions.
1. Describe how the amplitude, frequency and phase of an electrical signal are
used to carry information in a variety of ways
2. Describe how the theory behind a system is implemented in a tangible way in
real world applications
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Required Tools and Technology

Platform: NI ELVIS III
Instruments used in the experiments:
● Oscilloscope-Time
● Oscilloscope-FFT
● Function generator

Hardware: Emona Communications Board
Components used in the experiments:
● Four BNC to 2mm banana-plug leads
● Assorted 2mm banana-plug patch leads
● Set of headphones or earbuds (not
included)

 Access instruments
https://measurementslive.ni
.com
 View User Manual
http://www.ni.com/enus/support/model.ni-elvisiii.html
 View tutorials
www.ni.com

 View User Manual
http://www.ni.com/enus/support/model.emonacommunications-board-forni-elvis-iii.html
or alternatively download
from the Emona web site at
http://www.qpsk.com/DxIQ
 View lab experiments
http://www.ni.com/teach/co
mmunications

Background: Teaching methodology behind the “block diagram approach”
The Emona Communications board draws on a well established experimental
methodology that brings to life the “universal language” of telecommunications, the
BLOCK DIAGRAM. Originally developed in the 1970’s by Tim Hooper, a senior lecturer
in telecommunications at The University of New South Wales, Australia, and further
developed by Emona Instruments, this modeling approach is used by thousands of
students around the world, to implement practically any form of modulation or
coding.
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Block Diagrams
Block diagrams are used to explain the principle of operation of electronic systems (like
a radio transmitter for example) without worrying about how the circuit works. Each
block represents a part of the circuit that performs a separate task and is named
according to what it does. Examples of common blocks in communications equipment
include the adder, multiplier, oscillator, and so on.
The board is a collection of blocks (called modules) that are patched together.

Figure 1: Example block diagram
The Emona Communications Board is a collection of blocks (called modules) that are
patched together to implement dozens of telecommunications experiments.
Experiments make use of the board together with the NI ELVIS III providing the
instrumentation.
This approach to implementing telecommunications experiments through realizing
BLOCK DIAGRAMS has the following benefits in the educational environment:





Students gain practical experience with true mathematical modeling hardware,
designed specifically for implementing telecommunications theory.
Students actually build each experiment stage-by-stage, in an engineering
manner, by following the BLOCK DIAGRAM.
Students are free to try “what-if” scenarios to validate their understanding of the
theory being investigated, by viewing real, real-time electrical signals.
The board is designed to allow students to make mistakes, hence students will
learn from their hands-on experiences as they investigate their findings.

Figure 2: Example individual circuit blocks
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One-to-One Relationship
The figure above illustrates the one-to-one relationship between each block of the
BLOCK DIAGRAM and the independent functional circuit blocks of the board.
The functional blocks of the board are used and re-used in experiments, just as blocks
of the block diagram reappear in many different implementations, and just as LabVIEW
blocks are interconnected to form program flows.
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DxIQ-45G Emona Communications Board System Conventions
Making lab experiments interesting and informative is important when introducing new
technologies and concepts for the first time to students.
In order to help students use the DxIQ-45G, so they spend their time learning about the
experiment rather than learning how to use the lab equipment, the front panel of the
DxIQ-45G has been laid out following a series of front panel conventions.
All DxIQ-45G modules conform to the following mechanical and electrical conventions.
A - FRONT PANEL SOCKETS
Signal interconnections are made via front panel, 2mm sockets.
Sockets on the LEFT HAND SIDE are for signal INPUTS.
All inputs are high impedance, either 10k ohms or 56k ohms depending
on the module, in order to reduce effects when connections are made
and broken.
Sockets on the RIGHT HAND SIDE are for signal OUTPUTS.
All analog outputs are low impedance, typically 330 ohms. Again, this is
to reduce effects when connections are made and broken. Digital
outputs are typically 47 ohms.

 “, are only for ANALOG signals.

ROUND sockets, “

ANALOG signals are typically held near the DxIQ-45G standard
reference level of 4V pk-pk.

 “, are only for DIGITAL signals.

SQUARE sockets, “

DIGITAL level signals are digital level, 0 to 5 V.

 “, are common, or system

ROUND sockets labeled GND, “
GROUND.
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Note that input and output impedances are intentionally mismatched, so that signal
connections may be made or broken without changing signal amplitudes at module
outputs.
Input and output sockets are protected from damage due to mis-wiring.

B - LABELING
All modules are identified as to the function they perform.
Inputs, outputs, controls and switches are labeled so that a student who has had only a
brief introduction to DxIQ-45G can use the modules without needlessly referring back to
this USER MANUAL.
Front panel input and output conventions are illustrated below:
INPUT
sockets
on the
LEFT

OUTPUT
sockets
on the
RIGHT
ANALOG output

ANALOG inputs

DIGITAL input
DIGITAL output
Variable
control knob
Figure 3: Example DxIQ-45G Module
It should be noted that variable controls do NOT have calibration marks. This is
intentional, as the philosophy behind DxIQ-45G is that students setup and adjust
systems by observing and measuring signals. This assists the student in gaining a
much greater understanding, feel and insight into the operation of a communications
implementation.
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C - PATCHING ERRORS and MAKING EXPERIMENTS
Input and output sockets are protected from damage due to mis-wiring.
An important part of the Emona DxIQ-45G teaching philosophy is that students are free
to make mistakes while patching together experiments. By observing the result of their
mistake - when the signals do not look as expected - they can experiment and selfcorrect to obtain the desired result.
Students are also free to experiment with different ideas by testing their own
understanding of how the mathematics or theories actually function in real life
implementations. The DxIQ-45G is ideally suited to helping students experience
abstract concepts and making mathematics actually come to life.
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Safety Precautions and Power Up
How to install and power up the DxIQ-45G with NI ELVIS III
Handling DxIQ-45G
When holding the board, always hold the circuit board by the edges, as illustrated.

Ensure NI ELVIS III Application Board
Power is OFF
Before installing the board in the
NI ELVIS III Application PCI SLOT, always
check the Application BOARD POWER
switch is in the OFF position.

Installing board on NI ELVIS III
When installing the board in the NI ELVIS
III PCI SLOT, always carefully check the
alignment is correct before pushing into
position.
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The board’s handle firmly engages with
the holding brackets of the ELVIS III.

The board fully engages with the PCI
connector on the back panel.

Power up the ELVIS
After board is correctly positioned, turn the
NI ELVIS III Board Power switch ON by
pressing the toggle switch on the back
panel.

Power up the board
After board is correctly positioned, turn the
NI ELVIS III Application Board Power
switch ON by pressing the button in the
back left corner of the unit.

Before removing the board from the NI
ELVIS III Application board SLOT, always
turn the Application board POWER
switch OFF.

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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ESD Warning – ESD Sensitive Product
Caution Although this product has been designed to be as robust as
possible, ESD (Electrostatic Discharge) can damage or upset this product.
This product must be protected at all times from ESD. Static charges may
easily produce potentials of several kilovolts on the human body or
equipment, which can discharge without detection. Industry-standard ESD
precautions must be employed at all times.
The Emona DxIQ-45G board is designed and intended for use as an
experimental platform for hardware or software in an
educational/professional laboratory environment. To facilitate usage, the
board is manufactured with its components and connecting traces openly
exposed to the operator and the environment. As a result, ESD sensitive
(ESDS) components on the board, such as the semiconductor integrated
circuits, can be damaged when exposed to an ESD event. To indicate the
ESD sensitivity of the Emona DxIQ-45G board, it carries the symbol shown
at left.
Unpacking, Transporting, and Storage
When unpacking the Emona DxIQ-45G board from its shipping carton, do not remove
the board from the antistatic packaging material until you are ready to complete the
installation. Before unwrapping the antistatic packaging, discharge yourself by touching
a grounded bare metal surface, touching an approved anti-static mat, or wearing an
ESD strap. When transporting or storing the Emona DxIQ-45G board, first place it in an
antistatic container or packaging.
Handling and Setup
Handling the Emona DxIQ-45G board can damage the board components if ESD
prevention measures are not applied. The Emona DxIQ-45G board should be handled
by the edges. Touching exposed circuits, components or connectors could result in an
ESD event. When setting up Emona DxIQ-45G board, observe the following guidelines
to minimize the potential impact of ESD:
• Patch the desired experiment blocks using 2mm patch cords.
• Set switches and other controls to initial settings.
• Ensure the NI ELVIS III is powered correctly by plugging the NI ELVIS AC/DC power
supply brick into an appropriate AC outlet.
• Move the board power switch ON.
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Operation
When operating the Emona DxIQ-45G board, ESD can cause upset as well as damage
to the board components. Therefore, apply ESD prevention measures whenever
operating the Emona DxIQ-45G board. In addition, observe the following guidelines:
• Before handling or beginning work, equalize your potential with the board by touching
one of the “ESD Discharge point” or a known ground point.

Figure 4: ESD discharge point
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DxIQ-45G FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS






















100kHz BANDPASS FILTER
ADDER and TRIPLE ADDER
ANALOG and DIGITAL I/O – NI ELVIS III Function
COMPARATOR
DIODE, DIODE+RC LPF and RC LPF
EX-OR GATE
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
INTEGRATE & DUMP
LIMITER
MASTER SIGNALS
MULTIPLIER #1, #2, #3 and #4
PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL
PHASE SHIFTER
RECONSTRUCTION FILTER
RRC FILTERS 1 & 2 and 3 & 4
SAMPLE & HOLD
SEQUENCE GENERATOR #1 and #2
SERIAL-TO-PARALLEL and MUX
SPEECH
TUNEABLE LPF
VCO
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100kHz BANDPASS FILTER

A channel is the space (or medium) between the transmitter and the receiver.
The 100kHz BANDPASS FILTER is used to model a wireless channel, such as a
satellite link, radio or TV channel within the DxIQ-45G experiments.

USE
The 100kHz BPF accepts analog signals at the nominal system level of 4Vpk-pk.
The bandwidth and cut-off frequencies are fixed, with a centre frequency of
approximately 100kHz. Filter gain is also fixed, approximately unity.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Filters may have single order anti-aliasing & reconstruction filters which modify the
stated specification. Refer to bode plots for actual response.
CHANNEL BPF Fcenter 100kHz;
Type 8th order active RC filter

100kHz BPF bode plot
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ADDER and TRIPLE ADDER

The ADDER modules are used to sum two or three signals in real-time.
The ADDER allows two analog input signals A(t) and B(t) may be added together in
adjustable proportions G and g. The resulting sum is presented at the output.
The TRIPLE ADDER allows three signals to be added together, with fixed gain of
approximately unity at each input.

USE
The DXIQ-45G board provides two independent ADDER modules, as pictured above.
The first ADDER includes adjustable GAINS. The second ADDER module has fixed
GAINS of unity (x1).
Care must be taken when adjusting the gains to avoid overloading the following
modules. Overloading will not cause any damage but it means non-linear operation,
which is to be avoided in analog systems. The ADDER is capable of delivering a signal
well in excess of the standard reference level, 4V pk-pk, given a standard level input.
The ADDER can also be used as a normal amplifier by using only one input and turning
the gain of the other input to minimum. It is not necessary to ground the unused input.
All inputs and outputs are DC coupled.

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
ADDER
Gain Range 0 < G < 2
0<g<2
Bandwidth approx 500kHz
TRIPLE ADDER
Gain x1 at each input;
Bandwidth approx 600kHz
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ANALOG and DIGITAL I/O – NI ELVIS III Function

Three NI ELVIS III analog inputs and three NI ELVIS III analog outputs are provided at
opposite sides of the front panel of the DxIQ-45G board.
Two NI ELVIS III digital inputs and two NI ELVIS III digital outputs are provided.

USE
NI ELVIS III analog inputs are provided from the NI ELVIS III PCI connector.
These signals are provided directly from the ELVIS III without buffering and are singleended signals with the other side of the differential pair connected to AGND
These signals can be accessed through LabVIEW programs and the NI ELVIS III Soft
Front Panel.
Refer to the NI ELVIS III User Manual for programming and user information.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
A_AI0 Stimulus signal connection ADC IIN
A_AI1 Stimulus signal connection ADC QIN
B_AI0 Stimulus signal connection AUX IIN
A_AO0 Function Output signal DAC IOUT
A_AO1 Function Output signal DAC QOUT
B_AO0 Function Output signal DAC AUX
Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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USE
NI ELVIS III digital inputs DIG1 OUT and DIG2 OUT, and digital outputs DIG1 IN and
DIG2 IN are provided from the NI ELVIS III PCI connector.
These signals are provided directly, without buffering.
These four signals can be accessed through LabVIEW programs written for the NI
ELVIS III platform.
Refer to the NI ELVIS III User Manual for programming and user information.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
DIG1 OUT connects to B_DIO0
DIG2 OUT connects to B_DIO1
DIG1 IN connects to A_DIO0
DIG2 IN connects to A_DIO1
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COMPARATOR

A signal COMPARATOR with digital-level output. The COMPARATOR is used for
squaring analog waveforms. The COMPARATOR’s threshold level may be set as
required by applying a DC voltage to the REF input terminal.

USE
The COMPARATOR will square any analog signal and provide a standard digital-level
output. The switching threshold level is determined by the voltage level applied to the
REF input.
The OUT signal is non-inverting in that a positive going input results in a +5V digital hi
output.
PULSE output gives a 4us TTL level pulse on the negative edge of the OUT signal.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Inputs Analog Signals typically up to 4V pk-pk
Outputs digital-level, typically 0 and 5V
Operating Range >100kHz
IN Hysteresis Voltage approx. +/-50mV
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DIODE, DIODE+RC LPF and RC LPF

Three independent functional blocks, related to rectification and single pole LPF are
provided:
(i) Precision halfwave RECTIFIER.
(ii) Simple diode and single pole, audio range, Resistor-Capacitor (RC) Lowpass Filter.
(iii) Single pole, audio range, RC Lowpass Filter.

USE
The three independent blocks all accept and output analog signals at the nominal
system level of 4Vpk-pk.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
RECTIFIER
Bandwidth DC to 100kHz (approx)
DIODE & LPF
LPF -3dB 2.8kHz (approx)
LPF Type 1st order, RC
RC LPF
LPF -3dB 2.8kHz (approx)
LPF Type 1st order, RC
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RC LPF bode plots, DC to 20kHz and 200kHz, respectively
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“EXOR” or EXCLUSIVE-OR

The EXOR module performs a logical function known as EXCLUSIVE-OR, or EXOR
coupled with a gating AND function between the EXOR value and the CLK input and
followed by a RC LPF set to 16kHz, to eliminate unwanted transition noise.
Its purpose is to provide a bandlimited EXOR comparison of digital streams at
baseband only.
Two digital signals at A(t) and B(t) are input simultaneously and the exclusive-OR
resultant is output.

EXOR GATE Logical block diagram
USE
The EXOR logic gate accepts standard digital input signals, 0V or 5V, only.
The table below lists the operation of a logical EXCLUSIVE OR function.,
where “0” = logical low, or 0V; and “1” = logic high, or 5V.
INPUT A

INPUT B

A EXOR B

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

This block works in conjunction with the DIP switch, labelled EXOR LO and EXOR HI.
When the DIP switch is set to EXOR LO position, then the EXOR product is AND’ed
with the low phase of the clock.ie: (A EXOR B).!CLK
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When the DIP switch is set to EXOR HI position, then the EXOR product is AND’ed with
the high phase of the clock.ie: (A EXOR B).CLK
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Input digital-level signals, 0 and 5V;
Output digital-level signals, 0 and 5V;
Bandwidth approx. 3kHz

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

The DxIQ-45G allows students to listen to sounds, their voice and demodulated
messages.
The BUFFER provides a headphone socket output. The volume, or amplitude, of the
signal to the headphone is controlled by the GAIN control knob.

USE
This module serves as an electro-acoustic interface between the audio signals within
the system and the student.
The BUFFER may be used to amplify (increase) small signals or attenuate (reduce)
large signals.
The BUFFER has a gain, (or amplitude), control on the front panel labeled GAIN.
WARNING: always ensure the GAIN is set to minimum before plugging-in any
headphones. The same output signal is present at both stereo outputs.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Output Power 125mW, stereo socket
Headphone Type and Connector 3.5mm stereo, >8ohm impedance
Bandwidth >10kHz
Gain 0 to x10 (INVERTING)
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INTEGRATE & DUMP

An analog level signal is integrated over the period of the input CLK signal.
The time constant of the integration is fixed. The optimum operating range for the clock
is around 2kHz.

USE
The input analog-level signal is integrated over the period of the CLK signal. At the
occurrence of the CLK rising edge, the integrator value is dumped and a new integration
period is commenced.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Analog Input Bandwidth 100kHz
Maximum CLK Signal 10kHz
CLK Input Levels digital-level only, 0V and 5V
Maximum Analog Input Level 4Vpk-pk
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LIMITER

The LIMITER (or CLIPPER) is used for amplitude limiting analog waveforms.
The LIMITER will clip or limit the amplitude of the amplified signal to a pre-set, bipolar
level.

USE
The LIMITER will clip the amplitude of the amplified signal, to a fixed level of
approximately +/- 1V. The clipping action is performed by standard small signal diodes.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Typical Analog Input Level 4Vpk-pk
Bipolar Output Limit +/-1V
Maximum Bandwidth approx. 500kHz
Input Impedance approx. 1kohm
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MASTER SIGNALS

MASTER SIGNALS provides a set of synchronized analog and digital signals.
Three of the signals have a frequency of 100kHz, which in the context of the DXIQ-45G
is equivalent to carrier radio or wireless frequencies used in telecommunications.
The other signals are lower in frequency and referred to in telecommunications as
“baseband”. In the context of the DXIQ-45G this means that they can be heard with the
human ear. These baseband signals can be used in place of a human voice or music in
modulation and coding experiments.

USE
100kHz - CARRIER or WIRELESS signals
The DXIQ-45G models telecommunications systems at frequencies that are lower than
real-world telecommunications systems, so that students can easily and safely view the
advanced modulation and coding schemes used in modern telecommunications.
The “carrier” frequency we have chosen in 100kHz. A 100kHz sinusoidal and a 100kHz
cosine signal are provided. A digital-level, 0V to 5V, squarewave signal is also provided
to allow more complex experiments to be implemented.

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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8kHz – SAMPLE CLOCK signal
In modern telecommunications, analog (voice, music, etc) signals need to be converted
to digital signals using a process called “sampling”.
The DXIQ-45G allows students to investigate the principles of sampling, hence an 8kHz
digital, squarewave signal is provided for this purpose.
2kHz – BASEBAND signal
The 2kHz sine signals provides a baseband, analog message signal, which is
synchronized to the other MASTER SIGNALS.
A synchronized, 2kHz unipolar, digital-level, squarewave signal is also provided.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Synchronization all MASTER SIGNALS are synchronized and derived from the same
master crystal oscillator.
ANALOG SIGNALS
Frequencies 100kHz SINE, 100kHz COSINE and 2.0833kHz SINE
Amplitudes typically 4V pk-pk
DIGITAL SIGNALS
Frequencies 100kHz, 8.333kHz, 2.0833kHz
Amplitudes 0 to 5V
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MULTIPLIER

Four, independent MULTIPLIER blocks are provided. Each MULTIPLIER is used to
multiply any two signals in real-time.
Two analog input signals X(t) and Y(t) may be multiplied together.

USE
The DXIQ-45G provides four independent MULTIPLIER blocks, as pictured above.
MULTIPLIER #2 includes both AC and DC coupled inputs. The other three
MULTIPLIER modules have DC coupled inputs, as per their front panel labels.
The purpose of the AC coupled inputs is to remove any DC components in the input
signal, so that only the AC components of each input signal are multiplied.
Note that the output of each MULTIPLIER is input X times input Y, times a scale factor
“k”, that is, k . X . Y
The "k" factor (a scaling parameter associated with "four quadrant" multipliers) is
approximately one. It is defined with respect to the OUTPUT from the module and may
be measured experimentally.

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Bandwidth approx 600kHz
Characteristic k.X(t).Y(t), with k approx 1
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PARALLEL TO SERIAL / MUX

A PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL / MUX block provides three different functions.
This block works in conjunction with the DIP switch positions MUX & P2S, located
below the EXOR block.

(i) PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL CONVERTER, (“P2S” DIP switch position) takes two analog
input signals plus an associated CLOCK signal and outputs a serial data signal. The
user has control over the sampling instant, via a user adjustable ALIGN knob.
(ii) MUX, or ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (“MUX” DIP switch position), takes two analog
signals and multiplexes them based on the logic level of the CLK/DATA signal.
(iii) Digital logic-level signal INVERSION (“MUX” DIP switch position), inverts the
CLK/DATA signal and outputs the inverted logic signal at the SERIAL output.

USE
PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL CONVERTER mode: DIP set to P2S position
The PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL CONVERTER, has two bipolar, analog signal inputs, plus
an associated digital, clock signal input.
This CONVERTER is used to reverse the serial to parallel process of the SERIAL-TOPARALLEL block. Refer to the SERIAL-TO-PARALLEL user information, to help in
understanding operation of this converter.
The PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL converter is commonly used to take the signals from the I
and Q branches of a QPSK demodulator, and convert them into a recovered serial data
stream. A data bit clock is required, which is “stolen” from the modulator.

Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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The “decision point” at which the CONVERTER samples each parallel data signal and
converts it to serial data, is controlled by the user, via the ALIGN knob and can be
moved across most of the bit period.
The user can observe the decision point as a narrow (4us wide) “strobe” superimposed
on the digital SERIAL output data signal. This decision point signal must be observed
with respect to the input CLK signal.
During this mode, the MUX analog output will output the respective analog input for the
entire bit period.

PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL, P2S, MODE – Signals displayed are:
X1, X2, CLK and SERIAL OUT.
In this mode the MUX LED will be OFF when the module is clocked.
MUX mode: DIP set to MUX position
The MUX has two analog-level inputs, plus an associated digital-level DATA signal
input, CLK/DATA.
This ANALOG MULTIPLEXER is used to take the signals from the X1 and X2 inputs
and output them to the MUX analog output during the LO and HIGH parts of the
incoming CLK/DATA signal respectively.
During this mode, the SERIAL digital output will output an inverted version of the
CLK/DATA signal. This in effect is a simple digital invert function.
In this mode the MUX LED will be ON, when the module has a CLK/DATA signal
present.
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Example 1: MUX operation and CLK/DATA signal inversion

MUX mode – Signals displayed are:
CLK/DATA, SERIAL (inverted CLK), X1, MUX out. (NOTE: X2 is connected to GND)
Example : The MUX being used to implement FSK mode:

MUX mode – Signals displayed are: CLK/DATA, X1, X2, MUX out (FSK)
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
CLK Input Range 2 kHz +/-10%
Align Knob Adjust Range 10% to 90% across the bit period
Serial digital-level 0 and- 5V data signal
MUX LED On when MUX mode is being used
Analog Input Bandwidth for MUX mode >100kHz
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PHASE SHIFTER

In telecommunications systems, signals often need to be lined-up or delayed due to the
effects of nature or signal processing blocks or circuits. The PHASE SHIFTER is used
to help re-align signals as may be required by theory or due to the implementation of the
task at hand.
The PHASE SHIFTER block introduces a phase shift (delay in time) between its input
and output. The amount of phase shift is controlled by the user, via the front panel
PHASE knob.
The PHASE SHIFTER is a fundamental analog function building block and only
performs a phase shift on analog signals.

USE
This variable PHASE SHIFTER is capable of varying the magnitude of the phase shift
through 150 degrees.
Although the PHASE SHIFTER will operate from a few hertz up to 200kHz it has been
optimized to operate around 100kHz in the DxIQ-45G “carrier” range.
The gain through the PHASE SHIFTER is essentially unity for all phases, but note that
the amount of phase shift is a function of frequency. This is NOT a wideband phase
changer: thus all the frequency components of a complex signal’s spectra are not
shifted by the same phase. Therefore the PHASE SHIFTER can not be used to adjust
the phase of digital, squarewave signals.
For further phase shift, the PHASE SHIFTER can be used in conjunction with the
inverting AMPLIFIER which contributes 180 degree phase shift due to the inversion.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Bandwidth >120kHz
Frequency Range around 100kHz
Gain approx. unity
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PHASE SHIFTER bode plot at minimum phase shift
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RECONSTRUCTION FILTER

A RECONSTRUCTION FILTER is typically a lowpass filter, at the output of a Digital-toAnalog converter. Its purpose is to pass the fundamental analog message signal and
filter the higher order harmonics of the stepped DAC output.
The DxIQ-45G’s RECONSTRUCTION FILTER is a lowpass filter with a fixed cut-off
frequency of about 240kHz.

USE
The RECONSTRUCTION LPF is a lowpass filter which accepts bipolar, analog-level
signals in the baseband / message frequency range.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Filters may have single order anti-aliasing & reconstruction filters at the input and
output, which modify the stated specification. Refer to bode plots for actual response.
Cut-off Frequency approximately 240kHz
Stopband -40dB at 340kHz
Gain approx.=0.8 at 100kHz;
Type 10th order, linear phase, RRC response

RECONSTRUCTION LPF bode plot
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RRC FILTERS 1 & 2 and 3 & 4

Filters are important building block in electronics and telecommunications. A filter is
used to pass some signals and block other signals. A low pass filter passes low
frequencies and blocks high frequencies.
A special application lowpass filter is the RRC (Root-Raised-Cosine) FILTER, which is
frequently used as the transmit and receive filter in a digital communication system, to
perform matched filtering, and thus help in minimizing intersymbol interference (ISI).
The combined response of two such filters, one pair at the modulator and the other at
the demodulator, is that of the raised-cosine filter.
The DxIQ-45G board provides two pairs of RRC FILTERS. The four filters may be used
independently or in pairs 1&2 and 3 & 4.
RRC FILTERS 1 & 2 would typically be used as part of an IQ modulation experiment.
RRC FILTERS 3 & 4 would typically be used as part of an IQ demodulation experiment.

USE
All four filters accept and output bipolar, analog-level signals.
RRC FILTER pair 1 & 2 have a common cut-off, fc, adjustment knob TUNE, and have
unity gain.
RRC FILTER pair 3 & 4 have a common cut-off, fc, adjustment knob TUNE, and each
have an independent, variable GAIN control knob.
The TUNEable cut-off frequency is adjustable by the user. The cut-off range is from
500Hz to 15kHz.
Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Filters may have single order anti-aliasing & reconstruction filters which modify the
stated specification. Refer to bode plots for actual response.
Filter Range 150Hz to 14kHz
Stopband Attenuation >30dB at 20kHz
Gain for RRC FILTERS 1 & 2 approx x1
Gain Control for RRC FILTERS 3 & 4 x1 to x2.4
Filter Type 10th order, linear phase, root raised cosine response

RRC FILTERS bode plot at maximum and minimum tuning range
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SAMPLE & HOLD

An analog level signal is sampled on the rising edge of the input CLK signal. The
sample value is held and output until the next rising edge of the input CLK signal.
The SAMPLE & HOLD is often the first step in converting “analog” signals to “digital”
signals.

USE
On each occurrence of the CLK input signal transitioning from a logical low, 0V, to
logical high, 5V, (i.e. the positive edge of the digital signal), the voltage at that instant in
time at the IN input is sampled and held at the OUT terminal until the next positive edge
at the CLK signal.
THE ZCD (Zero Crossing Detector) output acts as a single bit, analog to digital
conversion, which provides a digital output corresponding to a high when OUT is
greater than zero volts, and 0V when OUT is less than zero volts.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Analog Input Bandwidth 50kHz
Maximum CLK signal 100kHz
CLK Input Level digital-level only, 0V and 5V
Maximum Analog Input Level 4Vpk-pk
ZCD Output digital level, 0V and 5V
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SEQUENCE GENERATOR

In the real world there are essentially two types of message signals which need to be
transmitted from one location to another: “analog” and “digital”. Voice, speech and
sound are referred to as “analog” messages. Computer data and digitized analog
messages are referred to as “digital” messages.
In DXIQ-45G experiments, the SEQUENCE GENERATOR module outputs what could
be considered as typical “digital” messages. The advantage of using a SEQUENCE
GENERATOR as a digital message source is that it outputs a stable and repeating set
of digital data, which means that it is easier to observe the data in experiments.
The SEQUENCE GENERATOR module outputs two different digital sequences – digital
sets of data – labeled “X” and “Y”. The SYNC terminal outputs a pulse at the start of the
X data sequences only.
The data needs to be clocked by a signal at the CLK input. Typically this would be either
the 8kHz or 2kHz DIGITAL signals from MASTER SIGNALS module, or, the DIGITAL
output of the VCO module.
The DxIQ-45G provides two independent SEQUENCE GENERATOR blocks, with
identical X and Y data sequences
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USE
CLK – SEQUENCE GENERATOR 1 and SEQUENCE GENERATOR 2
An external clock signal, CLK, must be provided to operate the SEQUENCE
GENERATOR blocks. CLK only accepts digital-level signals.
SEQUENCE GENERATOR 1 SYNC
The SYNC terminal outputs a digital pulse at the beginning of each X sequence. SYNC
is a digital-level signal which is one clock period wide and occurs at the beginning of the
X sequence only.
X (short) and Y (long)
The length of sequence X is 31 bits. The length of sequence Y is 255 bits.
SEQUENCE GENERATOR 1 outputs a bipolar and unipolar format of the X sequence,
and a digital-level, unipolar format of the longer Y sequence.

SEQUENCE GENERATOR 2 RESET
The RESET input accepts a digital-level HI pulse and causes both sequences X and Y
to start outputting at the beginning of each sequence.
X (short) and Y (long)
The length of sequence X is 31 bits. The length of sequence Y is 255 bits.
SEQUENCE GENERATOR 2 outputs both X and Y sequences in digital-level, unipolar
format. These sequences are identical to the corresponding SEQUENCE GENERATOR
1 signals.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Input Clock Range digital-signal level, 1Hz to 200kHz
Number of Sequences two, X and Y
Sequence Lengths X is 31 bits, Y is 255 bits
SYNC Output

indicates start of sequence X at SEQUENCE GENERATOR 1

RESET Input digital signal-level pulse, restarts both X & Y sequences, from bit-0.
Emona DxIQ-45G User Manual
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SERIAL TO PARALLEL

SERIAL TO PARALLEL performs a basic digital logic function, breaking a single serial
digital data stream into two parallel streams of data. This block is a fundamental building
block used primarily in digital communications experiments.
The two inputs, SERIAL data and digital CLK, are digital level signals.
The two outputs X1 and X2 are square wave signals at bipolar voltages of 4Vpk-pk.

USE
SERIAL input accepts any serial digital data stream such as the X or Y output of the
SEQUENCE GENERATOR 1 module.
A digital-level CLK signal must always be provided. If the SEQUENCE GENERATOR
module's X or Y data signals are being used, then the SEQUENCE GENERATOR
module's CLK must also be patched to the SERIAL TO PARALLEL module’s CLK input.
Outputs X1 and X2 are digital signals at bipolar voltage levels of -2V and +2V.
OPERATION
Alternate bits from the SERIAL input are presented sequentially to outputs X1 and X2.
This is also known as a "demultiplexing" action, with transitions on the negative edge of
the CLK signal.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
SERIAL Input digital-signal level data
CLK digital-level clock signal
Maximum CLK Rate approx 100kHz
Outputs X1 and X2 bipolar, parallel data output, -2V and +2V
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SPEECH

The SPEECH module allows speech and audio signals to be converted into an electrical
signal.

USE
The SPEECH module includes a sensitive microphone which will easily pick-up normal
speech and background noise. You do not need to lean towards or speak into the
microphone.
The microphone will continuously output an electrical of about 0.6Vrms (that is, an
effective AC voltage equivalent to 0.6V DC).

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Microphone MEMS silicon audio sensor, with frequency response of 20Hz to 3kHz
Output typically 0.6Vrms
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TUNEABLE LPF

Filters are important building block in electronics and telecommunications. A filter is
used to pass some signals and block other signals. A low pass filter passes low
frequencies and blocks high frequencies.
The TUNEABLE LPF module allows the user to vary which frequencies are passed by
adjusting the TUNE control knob. Fc is known as the cut-off frequency of the lowpass
filter.

USE
The TUNEABLE LPF module accepts analog-level signals and outputs analog-level
signals.
The cut-off frequency is adjustable by the user. The cut-off range is from 150Hz to
10kHz.
The amplitude of the output signal can be control via the GAIN control.
A digital-level squarewave signal is output at the kFc socket, with a frequency 25 times
higher than the selected cut-off frequency. Measuring the frequency of the digital signal
and dividing the frequency by 25 will give the user an instantaneous reading of the
TUNEABLE LPF cut-off frequency.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Filters may have single order anti-aliasing & reconstruction filters which modify the
stated specification. Refer to bode plots for actual response.
Filter Range 150Hz to 10kHz
Filter Order 8th order, linear phase, raised cosine response (alpha=1)
Stopband Attenuation -40dB at 35kHz
Gain Control 0 to x2
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TUNEABLE LPF bode plot at minimum and maximum range
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VCO

The DxIQ-45G provides a number of fixed output signal sources at the MASTER
SIGNALS module. The VCO, or Voltage Controlled Oscillator, module is a variable
output frequency signal source, where the user can set the value of the output
frequency via the FREQ control knob.
The VCO module’s output frequency can also be controlled by an external voltage
applied to the VCO INPUT terminal. The sensitivity of the VCO INPUT signal is
controlled by the GAIN control.
The VCO outputs both an analog-level and digital-level signal of the same frequency.

USE
The VCO output frequency is controlled in two ways:
(i) Direct control by varying the FREQ control knob.
(ii) Voltage controlled by an analog input voltage applied at the VCO INPUT terminal.
The sensitivity of the VCO INPUT – that is, how much the output frequency changes at
a given input voltage – is controlled by the GAIN control knob.
The VCO module has one operating frequency range, covering 65kHz to 120kHz.
The VCO simultaneously outputs both an analog-level and digital-level signal of the
same frequency.
BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Ranges 65kHz to 120kHz
Outputs sinewave and digital-level
Input Voltage -5V < VIN < 5V
GAIN Sensitivity: 0 to 6.4kHz/V
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Emona DxIQ-45G System Specifications
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC)
The DxIQ-45G board must only be installed in the NI ELVIS-Series base unit, powered
only via the NI supplied power supply, which is CE and FCC marked. The controlling PC
must be CE marked and FCC compliant. EMC tests have been performed in a selection
of typical telecommunications experiment configurations.
Should the system be affected by external interference, the degradation of any
experimental waveform due to interference in normal use may be observed and
interpreted by the trainer/student as an unusual response. If deemed necessary the
affected experiment or test can be repeated without harm to the user.
NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are
designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This equipment generates,
uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to
cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the
interference at his own expense.

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Patch Cords 30 x 2mm-2mm stackable patch cords (various colors)
Scope leads 4 x 2mm-to-BNC coaxial oscilloscope leads
Software & Manuals download from ni.com/teach/communications
COMMON ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Input impedance: typically 50kohm
Output impedances:
Analog signals: 330 ohm
Digital signals: 47 ohm
Maximum allowable input voltage: +/- 12V
Maximum output voltage: +/- 12V
POWER SUPPLY
Power Source supplied via NI ELVIS edge connector:
+5V, +15V, -15V rails consume <200mA each
ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature Range 10 to 30 degrees C
Storage Temperature Range 5 to 40 degrees C
Humidity up to 90% RH, non-condensing
PHYSICAL
Dimensions front panel 280 x 220mm;
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NOTES:

NOTES:
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